Use of scar and capsule flap for preventing the contour deformity after applying tissue expansion in patients with scar.
Tissue expansion is a reconstruction method often used to repair the tissue loss that results after removing soft tissue lesions such as scars, tumors, and giant hairy nevi. However, because the pressure of a tissue expander applies in all directions almost equally, along with the desired expansion of skin and subcutaneous fat tissue, the muscle and bone underneath the expander become depressed simultaneously. Even with a successful expansion of the tissue itself, the conventional surgical procedure results to frequent aesthetically dissatisfying outcomes because of contour irregularities. However, no studies have been conducted regarding the correction of these secondary deformities. A surgical method to prevent secondary depression deformity was performed on a total of 80 patients who had undergone scar revision using tissue expansion between May 2002 and April 2012. First, the scar tissue was de-epithelized and transposed to fill the depressed area as a buried flap. Second, the capsule formed around a tissue expander was elevated as a flap and turned over to fill the depressed area. Lastly, the thickened capsule at the margins of the expander was used as a free capsule graft, which provides additional supports. Four plastic surgeons analyzed the postoperative aesthetic results after the surgery in an outpatient follow-up clinic. There were complications of tissue expansion in 7 patients: 5 had minor complications, which were successfully addressed with conservative treatments, and 2 had major complications, which required tissue expander removal during the course. In more than 85% of the patients, satisfactory postoperative aesthetic results were achieved without any perceivable depression or asymmetry. Secondary depression deformity induced by a tissue expander can be effectively prevented with a simple operative technique using capsule flaps, scar tissue flaps, and free capsule grafts.